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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 
 

DA’s Traffic Diversion Program Has Significantly Reduced Funds Flowing  
to Criminal Justice System   

 
Local Agency Compensated Enforcement (LACE) details have been operating in DeSoto 

Parish for many years and predate the creation of the 42nd Judicial District.  Until March 2017, 
the DeSoto Parish Sheriff collected fine and court costs generated from LACE details and 
distributed them to the Criminal Court Fund, the DeSoto Parish Sheriff’s Office (DPSO), the 
District Attorney for the 42nd Judicial District (DA), and 11 other agencies/organizations as 
prescribed by state law.  The Criminal Court Fund reimbursed the agency performing LACE 
details for payroll and related costs.  In March 2017, the DA began paying for LACE details 
directly and offering pretrial diversion (PTD) to drivers receiving traffic citations during those 
details.  Between March 23, 2017 and March 31, 2018, 3,629 drivers entered the DA’s PTD 
program.  The DA’s PTD account recorded deposits of $811,766 during this time and made 
payouts of $470,949 for PTD-related expenses, leaving the DA with a balance of $340,817.  If 
the 3,629 drivers were not offered PTD for their traffic citations, the fines and court costs due 
would have resulted in revenue of $1.07 million that would have been distributed to the Criminal 
Court Fund, DPSO, the DA, and the 11 other agencies/organizations. 
 
 

DA’s Cooperative Endeavor Agreement with Public Defender  
Appears to be Improper 

 
On March 19, 2018, DA Gary Evans and the Public Defender for the 42nd Judicial District, 

Steven R. Thomas, entered into a cooperative endeavor agreement in which Mr. Evans obligated 
the DA’s Office to pay the Public Defender’s Office $45 for each diverted traffic citation.  This 
arrangement may violate the state constitution and state law. 

 
 

Inaccurate And Incomplete Financial Records 
 
 The DA’s records for the PTD program show the DA’s Office deposited more money 
into its PTD bank account than its PTD or other accounting records show was received.  In 
addition, we found deficiencies in record keeping, receipts, refunds issued, and custody of 
payments received.  
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BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY 
 

 
 

Article V, Section 26 of the Louisiana Constitution provides that the district attorney has 
charge of every state criminal prosecution in his district, is the representative of the state before 
the grand jury in the district, and is the legal advisor to the grand jury.  The district attorney also 
performs statutory duties and is elected by the qualified electors of the judicial district for a term 
of six years.  The 42nd Judicial District is a single-parish judicial district comprised of DeSoto 
Parish. 

 
Pretrial Diversion – In General 

 
Pursuant to their constitutional authority,1 most, if not all, Louisiana district attorneys 

operate some form of pretrial diversion program (also known as a pretrial intervention 
program).A  Although there is no standardized definition of pretrial diversion (PTD), in general 
terms, it is an alternative to prosecution which seeks to divert certain offenders from the 
traditional criminal justice process into a program of supervision and services overseen by a 
district attorney.  PTD typically occurs before an offender is charged and may be used to divert 
any offense within the district attorney’s jurisdiction. 

 
With regard to traffic offenses, PTD allows a driver to keep an alleged violation off his or 

her driving record by participating in programs geared to deter future traffic offenses.  For 
example, a district attorney may require participants to take and successfully complete an online 
driving course or other safety program before dismissing the traffic citation.  If a person chooses 
to enroll in a pretrial diversion program, state law2 authorizes the district attorney to collect a 
“reasonable fee” from program recipients.  

 
Attorney General (A.G.) Opinion No. 93-481B addressed a district attorney’s ability to 

charge a fee to participants in a pretrial intervention program.  The A.G. concluded that: 
  

                                                 
A Louisiana does not have a statutorily-created general pretrial diversion (PTD) program.  However, multiple state 
laws apply to general PTDs, including Louisiana Revised Statute (La. R.S.) 16:17(E) (allows district attorneys to 
“assess and collect a reasonable fee from participants in pretrial diversion or pretrial intervention programs to 
support and maintain victims assistance and/or diversionary programs”); and La. R.S. 15:242, which relates to 
pretrial diversion for driving while intoxicated.  In addition, Louisiana law expressly authorizes district attorneys to 
create special pretrial diversion programs.  See, for example, La. R.S. 15:243, which allows district attorneys to 
create and administer diversion programs for defendants charged with sexual activity offenses involving non-
minors.    
B The A.G. released Opinion No. 93-481 on August 31, 1993.  During the 1995 Regular Session, the Louisiana 
Legislature passed Act No. 1170, which enacted La. R.S. 16:17.  La. R.S. 16:17(E) authorizes the district attorney to 
“assess and collect a reasonable fee from participants in pretrial diversion or pretrial intervention programs to 
support and maintain victims assistance and/or diversionary programs.”  As a result, it appears that PTD funds may 
be used to support and maintain victims assistance and/or diversionary programs, but may not be used for purposes 
that fall outside of La. R.S. 16:17(E).     
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“… [I]t is permissible for a district attorney’s office to charge a fee to participants 
in a pretrial intervention program.  However, the fee charged should be for 
expenses incurred for participation in the program and for administrative costs.  
Any additional fees charged would be payments for the dismissal of prosecutions.  
This would be a violation of La. R.S. 42:11163…” 
 

Traffic Diversion – DeSoto Parish 
 
The District Attorney for the 42nd Judicial District (DA) defines PTDC,D for traffic 

diversion purposes as “a formal program, used at the discretion of the District Attorney, as an 
alternative to formal processing of a traffic citation adjudication.”E   

 
Gary Evans was elected District Attorney for the 42nd Judicial District on November 4, 

2014, and took office on January 12, 2015.  Mr. Evans told us that he started using PTD for 
Local Agency Compensated Enforcement (LACE)F traffic citations in March 2017.  The PTD 
program provides that the “pretrial diversion option will be presented only after an initial 
determination has been made by the prosecuting authority that the defendant will be released to 
pretrial diversion.  The District Attorney or his designated traffic diversion specialist shall review 
all diversion cases in DeSoto Parish.”G    

 
The DA’s Office sent lettersH to 91%I  of LACE traffic citation recipients for the 12-

month period beginning March 1, 2017 and ending February 28, 2018.  The letter offers the 
person receiving the LACE traffic citation “the opportunity to enter a Traffic Diversion Program 
on a voluntary basis to avoid any further court appearances.  The program allows participants to 
have their citation considered for dismissal by the court date, upon compliance with the 
following requirements:  
  

                                                 
C According to DA Office employees, PTD was covered by Pretrial Diversion Standards and Policies for the Office 
of the 42nd Judicial District Attorney through October 31, 2017; traffic citation PTD falls under the DA’s Traffic 
Diversion Standards and Policies for the Office of the 42nd Judicial District Attorney, effective November 1, 2017.  
The definition for PTD used in this report comes from the Traffic Diversion Standards and Policies. 
D As used in this report, “PTD” refers to the DA’s pretrial Traffic Diversion Program used in conjunction with 
LACE traffic citations. 
E Traffic Diversion Standards and Policies for the Office of the 42nd Judicial District Attorney, at paragraph 1.  This 
definition is consistent with the definition set forth in the Louisiana District Attorneys Association’s Pretrial 
Diversion Standards, dated October 30, 2017. 
F LACE is explained in greater detail on pages 7-8 of this report.   
G Traffic Diversion Standards and Policies for the Office of the 42nd Judicial District Attorney, at paragraph 2.2.     
H See Exhibit 1 for the letter (“Traffic Diversion Program Enrollment and Participation Agreement”) and the two 
attachments that accompany the letter, “Voluntary Request and Acknowledgment Form,” and the one-page “Safety 
Information” the DA sends to LACE citation recipients offered PTD for speeding.   
I When we began the audit, the DA estimated that he was diverting only 26% of LACE traffic citations.  During our 
audit, we observed that the DA sent PTD offer letters to 91% of LACE traffic citation recipients, suggesting that the 
DA is actively seeking to divert the vast majority of LACE traffic citations away from DeSoto Parish’s criminal 
justice system.  That is, the DA’s Office mailed 9,722 letters offering PTD to 10,642 LACE traffic citation 
recipients issued between March 1, 2017 and February 28, 2018 (91% of all LACE traffic citations issued).  
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“1.  Carefully read the driver safety information brochure 
attached, determine the proper amount of costs as listed in the 
table below and if paying by mail, return a signed copy of the 
Voluntary Request and Acknowledgment form.”J,K 

 

 
 
The DA’s PTD program typically costs $200L to enter, which is less than the fine and 

court costs for a traffic citation that is not diverted.  For example, a traffic citation issued to a 
driver traveling 10 miles per hour in excess of the posted speed limit that is not diverted results 
in a fine and court costs of $267.50; the same citation costs the driver $200 if diverted.  A traffic 
citation issued to a driver traveling 20 miles per hour in excess of the posted speed limit that is 
not diverted results in a fine and court costs of $292.50; the same citation costs the driver $200 if 
diverted.  

  

                                                 
J “Traffic Diversion Program Enrollment and Participation Agreement,” first paragraph. 
K The Voluntary Request and Acknowledgment form requires the driver seeking to participate in PTD to make three 
agreements:  He/she has read the “Safety Information;” understands that participation in PTD is voluntary; and 
understands that charges may be reinstituted if he/she commits any further criminal violations within 90 days of the 
original violation.  During our audit, we observed records of multiple drivers who received more than one LACE 
traffic citation within the 90-day period.  All of the records we reviewed indicated that the drivers were allowed to 
participate in pretrial diversion each time and that none of the drivers’ charges were reinstituted. 
L According to the DA’s “Traffic Diversion Program Enrollment and Participation Agreement,” all listed offenses 
(with the exception of $50 for a seat belt violation, which appears to have been used only once) require a $200 
payment of “costs” (i.e., not a “fee”) to enter PTD.  A 2017 version of this Agreement charged a $170 “fee” for 
persons driving 10-15 miles per hour over the limit; a $220 fee for persons driving 16-20 miles per hour over the 
limit; and $275 for persons driving 21+ miles per hour over the limit.  DA employees told us that they no longer 
automatically send a letter to offenders driving 21+ miles per hour over the limit.  During our review of LACE 
records, we found 254 persons driving 21+ miles per hour over the limit entered PTD, including four persons who 
were driving 31+ miles per hour over the limit.  La. R.S. 32:57(E)(2) and (4) anticipates that persons cited for 
driving 15 miles per hour above the speed limit and/or driving under suspension will be required to appear in court.   

PTD Letter 
Offered -

9,722, or 91%

No PTD Offer 
Letter -

920, or 9%

PTD Offers for Citations Issued 
March 1, 2017 to February 28, 2018
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Bank records show the first deposit to the PTD bank account was on March 23, 2017.  
The DA’s case management software (CRIMES) database shows that 3,629 drivers entered the 
PTD program between March 23, 2017 and March 31, 2018, resulting in total deposits of 
$811,766.23 during the 12-month, one-week period.   

 
The DeSoto Parish Sheriff’s Office (DPSO) and Louisiana State Police Troop G (Troop 

G) issued LACE traffic citations for many years before DPSO stopped working LACE details in 
June 2017.  During this time, DPSO’s contact information was found in the Court Appearance 
section of all LACE traffic citations.  (DPSO is the ex-officio collector for the district court.)  
Beginning January 1, 2018, all LACE citations are issued by the City of Mansfield Police 
Department (Mansfield PD) and Troop G and contain only the DA’s contact information.  By 
changing the payment address and contact information, drivers who received LACE traffic 
citations are directed to contact the DA’s Office to determine the cost of the traffic citation.   
Mr. Evans told us he changed the address on these citations in order to direct drivers with LACE 
citations to his office. 

 
 

LACE Traffic Citations when Troop G and DPSO Were Issuing Them 
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LACE Traffic Citations Issued by Troop G and 
Mansfield Police Department after January 1, 2018M 

 

 
 
 

Local Agency Compensated Enforcement – In General 
 
District attorneys frequently enter into agreements with local and/or state law 

enforcement agencies to perform LACE details to enhance public safety and generate revenue.  
Off-duty law enforcement officers work LACE details and typically receive overtime pay at the 
rate of time and a half in exchange for generating revenue by writing citations; in addition, law 
enforcement agencies often receive mileage payments or hourly rates to compensate them for 
operating costs and wear and tear on public vehicles, equipment, etc.  

 
According to A.G. Opinion No. 87-244, district attorneys may pay for LACE details 

using the 12% discretionary fund disbursed to them from criminal court funds in accordance with 
La. R.S. 15:571.11(A)(1)(b).  A.G. Opinion No. 87-244-A provides that the criminal court fund 
also may pay for LACE details.   
  

                                                 
M Louisiana State Police suspended LACE details from November 8, 2017 until Troop G reinstated DeSoto LACE 
patrols on February 8, 2018.  As of January 1, 2018, Mansfield PD began issuing LACE citations with the DA’s 
contact information listed.  For Troop G, all LACE citations subsequent to the suspension of LACE have the DA’s 
contact information listed instead of DPSO.  
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Local Agency Compensated Enforcement – DeSoto Parish 
 
LACE details have been operating in DeSoto Parish for many years and predate the 

creation of the 42nd Judicial District.N  Until March 2017, the Criminal Court Fund paid for all 
DeSoto Parish LACE details and the revenue from LACE traffic citations helped fund DeSoto 
Parish’s criminal justice system.  To illustrate, a LACE traffic citation issued to a driver traveling 
10 miles per hour in excess of the posted speed limit resulted in a fine and costs of $267.50 
($100.00 fine and $167.50 court costs).  The fine and court costs were collected by DPSO and 
distributed as follows:  
 

10 Miles Per Hour Traffic Citation Example 
Distribution of Traffic Citation Fine 

Agency Statutory Authorization Amount 

Criminal Court Fund – 76% La. R.S. 15:571.11(A)(1)(a) $76.00
DeSoto District Attorney – 12% La. R.S. 15:571.11(A)(1)(b) 12.00

DeSoto Parish Sheriff’s Office – 12% La. R.S. 15:571.11(A)(1)(b) 12.00
     Total Fines $100.00

Distribution of Traffic Citation Court Costs 
Agency Statutory Authorization Amount 

Crime Stoppers La. C.Cr.P. Article 895.4 $2.00
DeSoto Parish Clerk of Court La. R.S. 13:846-13:847 12.50
DeSoto Parish District Attorney La. R.S. 16:16-16:16.1 20.00
DeSoto Parish Police Jury La. R.S. 15:255 10.00
DeSoto Parish Police Jury – Juror 
Fund La. R.S. 13:3049 10.00
DeSoto Parish Sheriff’s Office La. R.S. 13:5535 10.00
Indigent Defender FundO  La. R.S. 15:168 45.00
Judicial Expense Fund La. R.S. 13:996.65 10.00
Louisiana Commission on Law 
Enforcement – Training La. R.S. 46:1816(E) 2.00
Louisiana Supreme Court La. R.S. 13:841(A)(4)(a) 0.50

Northwest Louisiana Crime Lab 
La. R.S. 40:2264; 40:2266.1; and 
40:2266.1(B)(1)(b) 30.00

Traumatic Head and Spinal Cord 
Injury Trust Fund La. R.S. 46:2633 5.00
Trial Court Management Information 
System 

La. Code of Criminal Procedure (C.Cr.P.)  
Article 887(F) 3.00

Ware Youth Center  La. R.S. 15:1097.6 7.50
     Total Court Costs  $167.50
     Total Fine and Court Costs   $267.50

                                                 
N Act 416 of the 2007 Regular Session of the Louisiana Legislature created the 42nd Judicial District out of the 11th 
Judicial District after ratification by the voters of DeSoto and Sabine parishes.  Prior to January 1, 2009, the 11th 
Judicial District was comprised of DeSoto and Sabine parishes.  As of January 1, 2009, the 11th Judicial District is 
comprised of Sabine Parish, and the 42nd Judicial District Court is comprised of DeSoto Parish. 
O The Indigent Defender Fund was created by La. R.S. 15:168(A) and is administered by the district Public 
Defender. 
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The DA began offering PTD to drivers receiving LACE traffic citations in March 2017.  
In accordance with the DA’s current Traffic Diversion Program Enrollment and Participation 
Agreement, offenders entering PTD typically pay the DA $200 to enroll in the program.  The 
enrollment cost is less than or equal to the fines and court costs assessed for traffic citations that 
are not diverted.  In addition, diverted traffic citations do not become part of the offender’s 
official driving record.  Revenue generated through the DA’s PTD is collected and retained by 
the DA.   

 
We initiated this audit after receiving complaints that the DA’s extensive use of pretrial 

diversion for LACE traffic citations since March 2017 was having an adverse effect on DeSoto 
Parish’s criminal justice system.  Prior to March 2017, LACE traffic citations typically were not 
diverted.   

 
The procedures performed during the audit included: 
 
(1) interviewing DA Office employees and other persons, as appropriate; 

(2) examining selected DA Office documents and records; 

(3) gathering and examining external documents and records; and 

(4) reviewing applicable state laws and regulations.  
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 
 

DA’s Traffic Diversion Program Has Significantly Reduced Funds Flowing  
to Criminal Justice System   

 
Local Agency Compensated Enforcement (LACE) details have been operating in 

DeSoto Parish for many years and predate the creation of the 42nd Judicial District.N  Until 
March 2017, the DeSoto Parish Sheriff collected fine and court costs generated from LACE 
details and distributed them to the Criminal Court Fund, the DeSoto Parish Sheriff’s 
Office (DPSO), the District Attorney of the 42nd Judicial District (DA), and 11 other 
agencies/organizations as prescribed by state law.P  The Criminal Court Fund reimbursed 
the agency performing LACE details for payroll and related costs.  In March 2017, the DA 
began paying for LACE details directly and offering pretrial diversion (PTD) to drivers 
receiving traffic citations during those details.  Between March 23, 2017 and March 31, 
2018, 3,629 drivers entered the DA’s PTD program.  The DA’s PTD account recorded 
deposits of $811,766 during this time and made payouts of $470,949 for PTD-related 
expenses, leaving the DA with a balance of $340,817.Q  If the 3,629 drivers were not offered 
PTD for their traffic citations, the fines and court costs due would have resulted in revenue 
of $1.07 million that would have been distributed to the Criminal Court Fund, DPSO, the 
DA, and the 11 other agencies/organizations.   

 
DA Gary Evans told us DPSOR and Louisiana State Police Troop G (Troop G) were 

performing LACE details when he became DA in January 2015.  At that time, the DA’s Office 
had a written agreement with Troop G, but it was in the name of the previous district attorney.  
The DA then executed a new written agreement with Troop G to perform LACE details in 
DeSoto Parish.  The DA’s Office never had a written agreement with DPSO.     

 
Until March 2017,S substantially all fines and court costs resulting from LACE traffic 

citations were collected by DPSO and disbursed to the Criminal Court Fund, the DA, DPSO, and 
11 other agencies/organizations as prescribed by state law.P  The Criminal Court Fund 
reimbursed DPSO and LSP for the costs of the LACE detail upon the DA’s motion and court 
approval.   

 
According to records we reviewed, the Criminal Court Fund paid DPSO $55T for each 

hour a deputy worked a LACE detail.  The DA filed motions for court approval to pay DPSO 
                                                 
P See Table of Distribution of Traffic Citation Fine and Court Costs on page 8 for a breakdown and statutory 
authority of fines and court costs.   
Q The actual account balance is $375,871, because when Mr. Evans took office the account had a balance of 
$35,054. 
R DPSO’s deputies previously worked LACE details.  Then-Sheriff Rodney Arbuckle discontinued participation in 
the LACE program on June 2, 2017, over a dispute between DPSO and the DA regarding payment for services 
provided by DPSO deputies. 
S In March 2017, the DA began a PTD program for traffic citations.  If a driver elected to participate in PTD, the 
cost of participation was paid to the DA’s Office. 
T Calculated as $45 per hour for each deputy’s time, plus $10 per hour for use of DPSO patrol units. 
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invoices for LACE details performed by DPSO deputies from the Criminal Court Fund, even 
though there was no written agreement with DPSO.   

 
Pursuant to its written agreement, LSP received: (1) time and a half for each hour worked 

on LACE details; (2) Medicare reimbursement of 1.45% on all salaries paid in conjunction with 
the agreement; and (3) Fifty-two cents ($0.52) per mile driven on details.  LSP submitted 
monthly invoices to the DA for LACE details worked by LSP troopers; the DA filed motions for 
and the court approved payments to LSP from the Criminal Court Fund.   

 
Although we found a small percentage of traffic citations were issued during regular 

working hours, the vast majority were written during overtime LACE details.  For example, in 
March 2017, the month the DA began his Traffic Diversion Program, DPSO deputies issued 994 
traffic citations; 26 (2.6%) of them were written during regular working hours and 968 (97.4%) 
were written during overtime LACE details.  During the same month, Troop G issued 994 traffic 
citations in DeSoto Parish, 182 (18%) of which were written during regular working hours and 
812 (82%) were written during overtime LACE details.   

 
The Criminal Court Fund paid DPSO and LSP’s invoices for LACE details through 

March 2017.  The DA told us that he relied on DPSO to manage the LACE patrols when he first 
took office in 2015; however, two years into his term, he learned other DAs were managing the 
LACE patrols themselves and using pretrial diversion (PTD) funds to pay for them.  This 
prompted Mr. Evans to create a PTD program for LACE traffic citations in March 2017 and 
discontinue participation in the LACE program funded by the Criminal Court Fund.  He began 
sending letters to substantially all LACE traffic citation recipients, offering PTD in exchange for 
payment of program entry costs (currently $200).  From then on, Troop G was paid from the 
DA’s PTD fund.  Mr. Evans also told us his PTD program has resulted in an increase in the 
Criminal Court Fund since the PTD account is reimbursing wages for Troop G and the Mansfield 
Police Department (Mansfield PD) instead of the Criminal Court Fund.  We reviewed the 
Criminal Court Fund records and found there were reduced deposits and disbursements.  In 
addition, the Police Jury’s assistant treasurer told us that the Police Jury is paying the DA’s 
Office expenses using its general fund instead of the Criminal Court Fund.   

 
However, DPSO’s invoices for LACE details billed from March through June 2017 – 

totaling $107,140 – remain unpaid.  A dispute arose between the DA and DPSO as to whether 
the Criminal Court Fund or the DA should pay DPSO the amount invoiced.  The Sheriff told us 
that he has paid deputies for LACE details and is entitled to reimbursement.  The DA said that all 
the services were not performed as invoiced and he does not owe reimbursement.  As a result of 
nonpayment, DPSO stopped working LACE details on June 2, 2017.   

 
On June 30, 2017, the DA contracted with the City of Mansfield to provide LACE patrols 

using its off-duty police officers.  The Mansfield PD began working LACE details on January 1, 
2018, and is paid from the DA’s PTD funds.     

 
The letter (“Traffic Diversion Program Enrollment and Participation Agreement”) and 

two attachments that accompany the letter – “Voluntary Request and Acknowledgment Form” 
and the one-page “Safety Information” the DA sends to drivers cited for speeding – may be 
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found as Exhibit A of this report.  The current version of the “Voluntary Request and 
Acknowledgment Form” requires the driver seeking to participate in PTD to pay the DA a cost 
of enrollment (typically $200) and make three agreements: (1) he/she has read the “Safety 
Information;” (2) understands that participation in PTD is voluntary; and (3) understands that 
charges may be reinstituted if he/she commits any further criminal violations within 90 days of 
the original violation.  During our audit, we observed records of multiple drivers who received 
more than one LACE traffic citation within the 90-day period.  All of the records we reviewed 
indicated that the drivers were allowed to participate in pretrial diversion each time and that none 
of the drivers’ charges were reinstituted.   

 
The DA’s Traffic Diversion Program has significantly reduced funds flowing through 

DeSoto Parish’s criminal justice system,U as displayed in the chart below.  We attempted to 
determine the number and percentage of LACE citations that were run through the PTD 
program; however, the DA’s records were incomplete (discussed on page 14 of this report).    
 

 
 

 
 

                                                 
U The disbursements include payments to the Criminal Court Fund, DA, DPSO, and 11 other agencies as illustrated 
on page 8 of the Background. 
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DPSO was still writing LACE traffic citations until June 2, 2017. 
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The traffic diversion bank account shows deposits of $811,766 between March 23, 2017 and 
March 31, 2018.  During this period, administrative costs to run the program and LACE detail 
reimbursements to LSP and Mansfield PD totaled $470,949, leaving a balance of $340,817.Q  It 
appears the amounts charged and collected by the DA for traffic diversion may be excessive and 
unreasonable.  The DA told us that he is waiting for the completion of this audit and some court 
matters before spending any additional funds.  However, the DA has entered into a cooperative 
endeavor agreement (CEA) with the Public Defender (discussed in the next finding).  Also, the 
DA’s PTD policy mentions funding “other community programs.” 
 
 

DA’s Cooperative Endeavor Agreement with  
Public Defender Appears to be Improper 

 
On March 19, 2018, Mr. Evans and the Public Defender for the 42nd Judicial 

District, Steven R. Thomas, entered into a CEA in which Mr. Evans obligated the DA’s 
Office to pay the Public Defender’s Office $45 for each diverted traffic citation.  This 
arrangementV may violate the state constitution and state law.1,4,5,6    

 
State law7 provides that the district indigent defender fundO is to receive $45 for each 

case “in which a defendant is convicted after a trial, a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, or after 
forfeiting bond and shall be in addition to all other fines, costs, or forfeitures imposed.”  Before 
the DA began diverting LACE traffic citations, DPSO remitted $45 on each paid traffic citation 
to the district Public Defender in accordance with state law.W  However, no one is convicted and 
bond is forfeited when a case is diverted.  During the first 12 months and one week of the DA’s 
Traffic Diversion Program, the DA’s records show that he diverted 3,655 traffic citations.  If the 
3,655 traffic citations were collected by the DPSO and distributed according to state law,W the 
Public Defender would have received $164,475.X  Since the traffic citations were collected by 
the DA’s Office through the PTD program, the Public Defender received nothing. 

 
The DA apparently seeks to lessen the PTD’s effect on the Public Defender by entering 

into a CEA to pay the Public Defender $45 for each diverted traffic citation to “insure the 
Indigent Defender can continue to provide competent and professional representation….”  In 
exchange, the Public Defender agreed to “maintain an adequate level of attorney and support 
staff that is competent, professional, diverse and dedicated to providing professional 
representation to the indigent accused and further represents that this cooperative endeavor 
                                                 
V On June 4, 2018, Judge Amy Burford McCartney issued “Written Reasons for Ruling” in a matter titled, “In re:  
Cooperative Endeavor Agreement between the 42nd Judicial District Attorney’s Office and the 42nd Judicial District 
Public Defender’s Office,” Docket No. 18-CR-29385, 42nd Judicial District Court, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana.  In her 
“Written Reasons for Ruling,” Judge McCartney noted that the CEA implicated a variety of laws, including Article 
V, Section 26, Paragraph C of the Louisiana Constitution; Code of Criminal Procedure article 65; and La. R.S. 
16:17(E). In the Judgment, Judge McCartney ordered that the CEA “between the 42nd Judicial District Attorney’s 
Office and the 42nd Judicial District Public Defender’s Office is unconstitutional, unlawful, against public policy, 
and without legal effect.”  The Judgment has been appealed to the Second Circuit Court of Appeal (Docket No. 
52,393-CA). 
W See page 8. 
X DPSO records show that $241,750 was disbursed to the Public Defender from traffic citation collections during the 
first four months of 2017; for the same period in 2018, only $44,600 was disbursed to the Public Defender.  This is a 
reduction from the prior year of $197,150.  
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agreement restores the status quo regarding funding … and insures the future viability of said 
office….”  In addition, the Public Defender obligated his office “to make reasonable efforts to 
employ an African-American attorney/attorneys to assist in the defense of DeSoto Parish 
criminal defendants.”   

 
As was mentioned previously, state law2 limits the use of PTD funds “to the support and 

maintenance of victims assistance and/or the diversionary programs.”  Providing PTD funds to 
the Public Defender does not fall within either of these limited uses.  Moreover, the CEA may 
violate the state constitution1,4 and state law5,6 prohibitions against donations and district 
attorneys assisting in the defense of any prosecution or charge.  

 
A.G. Opinion No. 16-0022 provides that, “…in order for an expenditure of public funds 

to be permissible under La. Const. Art. VII, Sec. 14(A), the public entity must have the legal 
authority to make the expenditure and must show: (i) a public purpose of the expenditure or 
transfer that comports with the governmental purpose for which the public entity has legal 
authority to pursue; (ii) that the expenditure or transfer, taken as a whole, does not appear to be 
gratuitous; and (iii) that the public entity has a demonstrable, objective, and reasonable 
expectation of receiving at least equivalent value in exchange for the expenditure or transfer of 
public funds.…”  Although having a properly funded public defense function is essential to the 
fair administration of justice, that responsibility does not fall on the DA.  Because payment of 
money to the Public Defender is not included within the DA’s governmental purpose, any such 
transfer may violate both the state constitution1,4 and state law.5,6   

 
A.G. Opinion No. 93-481 suggests that PTD funds can be remitted to others, such as a 

judicial expense or criminal court fund, but only for the purpose of reimbursing “that fund for 
expenditures made to finance” the PTD.  In this case, the Public Defender contributed no money 
to finance the PTD and, therefore, is not entitled to reimbursement from, or to otherwise share in, 
the PTD funds.   
 
 

Inaccurate and Incomplete Financial Records 
 
 The DA’s records for the PTD program show the DA’s Office deposited more 
money into its PTD bank account than its PTD or other accounting records show was 
received.  In addition, we found deficiencies in record keeping, receipts, refunds issued, and 
custody of payments received.  
 

The DA began collecting funds for the PTD program of LACE traffic citations on  
March 23, 2017.  Bank records show that the DA’s Office deposited $811,766 of funds to the 
PTD Traffic bank account between March 23, 2017 and March 31, 2018.  LACE traffic citations 
may be paid in four ways:  

 
(1) In Person - The DA’s traffic coordinator collects all payments (money orders or 

cashier’s checks) from traffic offenders who pay in person, but she does not issue 
a receipt and does not have a record of what she collected.  
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(2) Online Through the DA’s Website - Online payments are received through the 
website.  The traffic diversion administrator runs a daily report from the website 
that shows payment and citation information that she posts in the case 
management software (CRIMES). 

(3) By Mail - The DA’s Office receives its mail at a United States Post Office box. 
The traffic coordinator collects the mail and brings it back to the DA’s Office 
where she and the traffic administrator open the mail and process the payments.  
They use an adding machine to determine the total amount received and then give 
the payments and the adding machine tape to the administrative assistant.  
However, they do not keep a copy.  

(4) By Phone - The DA’s Office offers a toll-free phone number that allows payments 
to be made over the phone by entering the traffic citation number, credit card 
information, and payment amount.     

COLLECTIONS 
 

The DA’s Office had no process or procedures in place when it began collecting PTD 
funds and used numerous employees to receive payments and post those payments to the 
CRIMES system.  However, no receipts were issued to persons paying citations, and other 
records of amounts to be deposited were incomplete.  Using available records, we found the 
following differences for the same collection period in the DA’s records: 

 
Records Showing Collections from 

March 23, 2017 – December 31, 2017: 
Amounts Posted as 

Received 
Bank Statement Deposits $700,626
QuickBooks Recorded Revenue $660,162
Monthly Collection Spreadsheets $638,041
CRIMES Collections $633,969
Daily Collection Records $580,331
Receipt Books None

  
Simply put, all deposits were not posted to the other accounting records.  In addition to 

inaccurate records, this could result in the improper suspension of driver’s licenses, inaccurate 
court dockets, and/or missing funds.     
 
REFUNDS 
 

Traffic citation recipients sometimes pay the full amount of the citation (fine and court 
costs) before accepting the DA’s offer to enter the PTD program,Y while at other times pay the 
wrong amount.  If a payment is received by cashier’s check or money order and results in an 
overpayment, the traffic citation recipient receives a refund check from the DA’s Office.  If an 

                                                 
Y If the full amount of the fine and court costs are paid before voluntarily entering the PTD program, it appears that 
such payment should be considered an admission of guilt, and the traffic citation recipient should not be entitled to 
diversion or a refund.   
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overpayment is remitted online, the DA’s traffic diversion administrator refunds the traffic 
citation recipient’s credit card.  The DA’s traffic diversion administrator keeps track of these 
refunds and collections on a daily collection spreadsheet and sends a copy to the DA’s financial 
administrator.  The DA’s financial administrator compiles a monthly refund report using the 
daily collection spreadsheets and the contracted accountant uses QuickBooks to disburse and 
post refund checks.  The table below shows a summary of the records discussed on the previous 
page.  All three records should match.  However, we found differences in the amounts recorded 
as refunds in the different records as listed in the following table. 
 

Records Showing Refunds from 
March 23, 2017 - December 31, 2017 

Amounts Posted as 
Refunded 

Daily Collection Records $12,398
Monthly Refund Report $12,402
Refunds Posted to QuickBooks (Accounting Software) $7,290

 
The discrepancies indicate that approximately $5,100 of refunds were identified, but the 

refund payments were not made.  However, the condition of the financial records were such that 
we were unable to determine the disposition of those funds.  
 
OTHER DEFICIENCIES 
 

We also noted the following deficiencies in the DA’s collection and accounting process 
for PTD payments: 

 
 Bank deposits were not made daily in accordance with state law.8  

 The funds collected by the DA’s traffic assistant were not summarized or 
reconciled before they were provided to the traffic administrator for posting to the 
CRIMES software and subsequent deposit to the bank.  

 There is no record of the chain of custody when funds are provided to another 
employee.  

 The contract accountant who reconciles PTD bank statements also prepares 
disbursement checks. 

 A password to the CRIMES software was observed on an employee’s desk and 
openly accessible to anyone in the office area. 

 The employees using the CRIMES case management software did not receive 
training and were not using the payment collection function.  If used, this function 
will allow the user to generate reports of payments posted in CRIMES to 
reconcile to bank and accounting records. 

 There are no written policies and procedures for collections or refunds of PTD 
revenues.   
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 The supervisor does not review daily collections and deposits to the amounts 
posted to the CRIMES software.  

 Sixteen employees can modify traffic citation records in the CRIMES software. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 

The DA’s Traffic Diversion Program appears to be redirecting substantial revenue 
historically paid to the Criminal Court Fund, DPSO, the DA, and 11 other agencies/organizations 
to the DA’s Office.  At the end of our audit period, March 31, 2018, $340,817 of those funds 
were unspent and still in the DA’s possession.  It appears that the amount collected may be 
excessive and unreasonable, considering the only PTD funds that were spent as of March 31, 
2018, were for PTD program expenses in the amount of $470,949, and that the remaining PTD 
funds may be used “to support and maintain victims assistance and/or diversionary programs” 
only.2  In addition, the DA’s CEA with the Public Defender may be prohibited by the state 
constitution and state law.1,4,5,6  Finally, the DA needs to improve its collection procedures to 
ensure no funds are missing and that all records are accurate. 
 
 

Recommendations 
 
We recommend that the DA: 

 
(1) Reduce PTD fees to a reasonable amount;  

 
(2) Ensure the use of PTD funds comply with state law; 
 
(3) Cancel the CEA with the Public Defender; 
 
(4) Develop and implement written policies and procedures for collections and 

refunds of PTD revenue; 
 
(5) Ensure the receipt of PTD payments are documented adequately and recorded 

accurately; 
 
(6) Issue receipts for all payments collected and retain copies of such receipts; 

 
(7) Reconcile receipts, deposits, and CRIMES database monthly; 
 
(8) Implement financial module in CRIMES database; 
 
(9) Reconcile refunds to accounting data monthly; 
 
(10) Make daily deposits as required by law; 
 
(11) Ensure chain of custody of funds; 
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(12) Assign different employees to reconcile bank statements and prepare checks; 
 
(13) Enact a policy to require employees to safeguard passwords; 
 
(14) Provide training for employees; and 
 
(15) Restrict access to CRIMES database to necessary employees only and ensure that 

each employee uses only his or her secure password. 
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LEGAL PROVISIONS 
 

 
1 Louisiana Constitution Article V, Section 26 states, “(A) Election; Qualifications; Assistants.  In each judicial 
district a district attorney shall be elected for a term of six years.  He shall have been admitted to the practice of law 
in the state for at least five years prior to his election and shall have resided in the district for the two years 
preceding election.  A district attorney may select assistants as authorized by law, and other personnel.  (B)  Powers.  
Except as otherwise provided by this constitution, a district attorney, or his designated assistant, shall have charge of 
every criminal prosecution by the state in his district, be the representative of the state before the grand jury in his 
district, and be the legal advisor to the grand jury.  He shall perform other duties provided by law. (C)  Prohibition.  
No district attorney or assistant district attorney shall appear, plead, or in any way defend or assist in defending any 
criminal prosecution or charge.  A violation of this Paragraph shall be cause for removal.”   
 
2 Louisiana Revised Statue (La. R.S.) 16:17 (E) states, “The district attorney may assess and collect a reasonable 
fee from participants in pretrial diversion or pretrial intervention programs to support and maintain victims 
assistance and/or diversionary programs.” 
 
3 La. R.S. 42:1116(A) states, “No public servant shall use the authority of his office or position, directly or 
indirectly, in a manner intended to compel or coerce any person or other public servant to provide himself, any other 
public servant, or other person with any thing of economic value.  This Subsection shall not be construed to limit 
that authority authorized by law, statute, ordinance, or legislative rule in carrying out official duties.” 
 
4 Louisiana Constitution Article VII, Section 14(A) states, in part, “Prohibited Uses. Except as otherwise provided 
by this constitution, the funds, credit, property, or things of value of the state or of any political subdivision shall not 
be loaned, pledged, or donated to or for any person, association, or corporation, public or private.”  
 
5 Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure Article 65 states, “It is unlawful for the following officers or their law 
partners to defend or assist in the defense of any person charged with an offense in any parish of the state:(1)  Any 
district attorney or assistant district attorney; or (2)  The attorney general or any assistant attorney general, provided 
that the provisions of this article shall not apply to the law partners of any assistant attorney general not employed to 
handle criminal matters for the attorney general, when any such law partner is judicially appointed to defend an 
indigent defendant.” 
 
6 La. R.S. 42:1461(A) states, “Officials, whether elected or appointed and whether compensated or not, and 
employees of any ‘public entity,’ which, for purposes of this Section shall mean and include any department, 
division, office, board, agency, commission, or other organizational unit of any of the three branches of state 
government or of any parish, municipality, school board or district, court of limited jurisdiction, or other political 
subdivision or district, or the office of any sheriff, district attorney, coroner, or clerk of court, by the act of accepting 
such office or employment assume a personal obligation not to misappropriate, misapply, convert, misuse, or 
otherwise wrongfully take any funds, property, or other thing of value belonging to or under the custody or control 
of the public entity in which they hold office or are employed.” 
 
7 La. R.S. 15:168(B)(1) states, “Every court of original criminal jurisdiction, except in the town of Jonesville, in the 
city of Plaquemine, and in mayors’ courts in municipalities having a population of less than five thousand, shall 
remit the following special costs to the district indigent defender fund for the following violations, under state 
statute as well as under parish or municipal ordinance, except a parking violation.  The sum of forty-five dollars 
shall be assessed in cases in which a defendant is convicted after a trial, a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, or after 
forfeiting bond and shall be in addition to all other fines, costs, or forfeitures imposed.” 
 
8 La. R.S. 39:1212 states, “After the expiration of existing contracts, all funds of local depositing authorities shall be 
deposited daily whenever practicable, in the fiscal agency provided for, upon the terms and conditions, and in the 
manner set forth in this Chapter.  Deposits shall be made in the name of the depositing authority authorized by law 
to have custody and control over the disbursements.” 
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2901 EvANGELINE 
MoNROE, LA 71201 
bobnoelaty@hotmail.com 

Daryl J. Purpera, CPA, CFE 
Louisiana Legislative Auditor 
P.O. 94397 

RoBERTS. NoEL, II 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

June 25, 2018 

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9397 

RE: Response to report on Pre-Trial Diversion of June 7, 2018 

Dear Sir: 

PHONE: 318.388.1700 
FAX: 318.388.1738 

We would assert that Subsection Band C of La. Canst. Art. VII, § 14 should be applicable in 
whether the monies received pursuant to the Cooperative Endeavor Agreement 

B. Authorized Uses.- Nothing in this Section shall prevent (1) the use of public funds for 
programs of social welfare for the aid and support of the needy; (2) contributions of public funds 
to pension and insurance programs for the benefit of public employees; (3) the pledge of public 
funds, credit, property, or things of value for public purposes with respect to the issuance of bonds or 
other evidences of indebtedness to meet public obligations as provided by law; (4) the return of 
property, including mineral rights, to a former owner from whom the property had previously been 
expropriated, or purchased under threat of expropriation, when the legislature by law declares that 
the public and necessary purpose which originally supported the expropriation has ceased to exist 
and orders the return of the property to the former owner under such terms and conditions as 
specified by the legislature; (5) acquisition of stock by any institution of higher education in exchange 
for any intellectual property; (6) the donation of abandoned or blighted housing property by the 
governing authority of a municipality or a parish to a nonprofit organization which is recognized by 
the Internal Revenue Service as a 501 (c)(3) or 501 (c)(4) nonprofit organization and which agrees to 
renovate and maintain such property until conveyance of the property by such organization; (7) the 
deduction of any tax, interest, penalty, or other charges forming the basis of tax liens on blighted 
property so that they may be subordinated and waived in favor of any purchaser who is not a 
member of the immediate family of the blighted property owner or which is not any entity in which the 
owner has a substantial economic interest, but only in connection with a property renovation plan 
approved by an administrative hearing officer appointed by the parish or municipal government 
where the property is located; (8) the deduction of past due taxes, interest, and penalties in favor of 
an owner of a blighted property, but only when the owner sells the property at less than the 
appraised value to facilitate the blighted property renovation plan approved by the parish or 
municipal government and only after the renovation is completed such deduction being canceled, 
null and void, and to no effect in the event ownership of the property in the future reverts back to the 
owner or any member of his immediate family; (9) the donation by the state of asphalt which has 
been removed from state roads and highways to the governing authority of the parish or municipality 
where the asphalt was removed, or if not needed by such governing authority, then to any other 
parish or municipal governing authority, but only pursuant to a cooperative endeavor agreement 
between the state and the governing authority receiving the donated property; (1 0) the investment in 
stocks of a portion of the Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge Trust and Protection Fund , created under the 
provisions of R.S. 56:797, and the Russell Sage or Marsh Island Refuge Fund, created under the 
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provisions of R.S. 56:798, such portion not to exceed thirty-five percent of each fund; (11) ~he 
investment in stocks of a portion of the state-funded permanently endowed funds of a public or 
private college or university, not to exceed thirty-five percent of the public funds endowed ; or (12) the 
investment in equities of a portion of the Medicaid Trust Fund for the Elderly created under the 
provisions of R.S. 46:2691 et se ., such portion not to exceed thirty-five percent of the fund . 
c. Cooperative Endeavors. - For a public purpose, the state and its political subdivisions or 
political corporations may engage in cooperative endeavors with each other, with the United States 
or its agencies, or with any public or Qrivate association , cor oration, or individual. 

We are currently on appeal to the 2nd Circuit Court of Appea ls and have cited as an assignment 

of error this issue. We are seeking a judicial remedy rather relying on an Attorney General Opinion. 

As to the other issues raised in your letter: 

We acknowledge the prohibitions under Code of Criminal Procedure Article 61 concerning the 

defense of criminal defendants by District Attorneys and their Assistants. There is no argument that 

District Attorneys cannot defend someone charged with a crime. The only exceptions made are for City 

Attorneys representing criminal defendants in District Court. 

This matter is clearly distinguishable in regards to Article 65. The District Attorneys by statute 

are literally the gatekeepers of all funds derived by court costs, diversion fees or any other fee 

generated by the institution or the discretion in not instituting a criminal charge. Article 61 clearly gives 

the DA that power. There is no question that the District Attorney is not seeking in the CEA to 

represent Clients or to specifically dictate outcomes. The CEA clearly prohibits that. 

Does the administration of funds controlled by the District Attorney violate Article 65? If that 

were the case then agreeing to prosecute rather than divert would also be an act of practicing criminal 

defense law, since a choice is made to fund the system in that manner. While diversion is done at the 

discretion of the District Attorney in how a matter may be disposed, the monies are public monies and 

in essence money that unless the charge were dismissed, the accused found not guilty, would be 

subjected to the imposition of costs of which the Public Defender would be entitled to the same $45 fee. 

The Cooperative Endeavor agreement in the 42nd would grant to the Public Defender only what 

the Public Defender would have received had the traffic tickets been processed as during the normal 

course of traffic prosecution. The issue addressed in AG 93-481 concerned whether a portion of 

diversion fees could be remitted to the judicial expense fund or criminal court fund of the parish. The 

opinion allowed for those payments for reimbursements to those funds for expenditures made to 

finance the pretrial intervention program. No inquiry was made as to Public Defense programs, 

although Public Defenders often negotiate deals to achieve diversion for their clients. While that it 

happens rarely in traffic matters, it is common practice in all other areas of pretrial diversion for the 

Public Defender to expend time and paid personnel for that outcome. That issue was not addressed in 
the opinion and the opinion was limited in scope. 

L.R.S. 16:17 cited in your letter concerns the creation of Victims Assistance programs. Subsection E 

allows for: 
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E. The district attorney may assess and collect a reasonable fee from participants in pretrial 
diversion or pretrial intervention programs to support and maintain victims assistance and/or 
diversionary programs. 

This 2018 legislation appears to be permissive and does not per se restrict the use of funds 

when read with all pertinent parts of the statute. The definition of a reasonable fee or diversionary 

programs has not to my knowledge been addressed by the Courts as yet. 

The contents of the CEA require more than what is currently required by the Code of 

Professional Responsibility, Title 22 of the State Regulations concerning the Standards of Practice, and 

the requirements of diversity in hiring in Title 15. The CEA grants no rights to the District Attorney to 

determine the methods or outcomes of any litigation. We have sought an ethics opinion from Leslie 

Schiff, which is attached to this letter. 

The current litigation in the 42"d JDC seeks a judicial determination of all of these issues, rather 

than relying on opinions from the Attorney General. 

Yours truly, 

RobertS. Noel, II 
Bar No. 17337 
Attorney for 42"d JDC Public Defender 
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